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Using 3D printing to give the world a "Helping Hand”
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We identified two main target audience groups:

need a hand: children, parents, and adults, at varied ages and in 

different places in the world, who need a hand.

make a hand: 3D printer owners and volunteers that want to get 

involved with creating hands, all around the world.

The secondary target audience group is comprised of journalists, 
scholars, researchers, and volunteers in other areas.

Target Audience
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Goals

-Direct target audiences to relevant pages.

-Quickly convey how e-NABLE functions.

-Enhance impact of narratives of success.

-Re-organize information and page structures.

-Make user experience appeal to all age groups.
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Theories

Social Learning

From watching other people empower children by creating 

& delivering prosthetic hands, people learn empathy and 

how to get involve themselves.

Cognitive Load Theory

By reducing the amount of links and limiting them to 

ubiquitous terms such as ABOUT and DONATE, we reduce 

the need for information processing, thus making the design 

more efficient.

Goal-based Scenarios

Those who want a hand and those who want to contribute 

have goals, through which they will understand how 

e-NABLE operates.

Closure

Sporadic use of illustrations make users identify themselves 

with the portrayed characters more easily than with 

photographs.

Constructionism

People learn how to empower others by building prosthetic 

hands with technologies such as Computers, CAD software 

and 3D Printers.



Immediately convey a general story of success. Display sequence of 
short (1s) background video clips of hands users and builders.

Proposal

Rearrange blog posts into a gallery format with an animated slider. 

Explain how e-NABLE operates as a network and who is involved. 
Use a short, linear, and illustrated narrative.

Spotlight each child’s story of how e-NABLE has changed their lives. 
Select a picture of a child and see the corresponding video.
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Before Our Proposal
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COGNITIVE LOAD THEORY

Simplified menu. There were 8 items with long 
drop down sub menu. We eliminated some of 
its items, created as a content and buttons 
outside. e.g. NEED A HAND and MAKE A HAND 
buttons, How it works section. This menu is 
float. It stays here no matter how much the 
users scroll down.

COMPELLING MOVIE 

Background sequence of 1s-movie clips, 
instead of displaying faces of prosthetic hand 
users. The two main entry buttons (NEED A 
HAND and MAKE A HAND) compliment this 
video mosaic and directs users to the main 
pages
BRIEF EXPLANATION

Currently, new visitors may struggle to find out 
what e-NABLE is and how it functions. This 
info, although essential, can only be found on 
“Media FAQ” section on the current website.
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FLOAT MENU 

Float Menu will stay on the top of screen



NEWS/BLOG PAGE

This slider showcases recent news and leads users 
to the full blog posts. These are mostly stories of 
success from people around the world.

NARRATIVES

In this block, users can watch many videos without 
leaving the website. They choose a child in the 
bottom bar and the video will display on the top.
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FIND US & SUBSCRIBE

Essential social media icons and option to subscribe 
to newsletter. Also, since this new website is very 
large in height, a TOP button in the center of the 
footer.



HOW IT WORKS...

Who needs a hand?
If you do, just fill out 
the request form...

Together, you both 
can create and print a 
prosthetic hand.

… and we will find you 
our passionate 
volunteers nearby.

Thanks to our lovely 
supporters, who are 
making this happen.
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Attribution
[0] OpenIDEO website was our major inspiration in this work.

[1] This is an original e-NABLE logo, found here.

[2][5][7][14] We did it! We drew this mechanical hand on Google Slides.

[3] This illustration of a girl was found here.

[4][12] This illustration of arms was found here. We just tweaked it on Inkscape.

[6] This illustration of a boy was found here.

[8] This is a screenshot of http://enablingthefuture.org/

[9][10][11] We did it! These are our wireframes / prototypes.

[13][15] We did it! We combined shapes on Google Slides.

https://openideo.com/
https://twitter.com/enablethefuture/
http://www.freepik.com/free-vector/smiley-kids-stand-up_594915.htm#term=children&page=1&position=0
http://www.freepik.com/free-vector/set-of-people-hands-silhouettes_677274.htm#term=set%20of%20rising%20hands&page=1&position=0
https://inkscape.org/en/
http://www.freepik.com/free-vector/smiley-kids-stand-up_594915.htm#term=children&page=1&position=0
http://enablingthefuture.org/

